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Daily Language Arts / Math23-1
Unit 5-Wk.2

Daily Math

Daily Analogies

Write the letter of the word on the line next to the number of the meaning that
best describes the word.

a.  blooming  ____ 1.  a smell

b.  aroma   ____ 2.  covered in sharp points

c.  muscles   ____ 3.  flowering, blossoming, or budding

d.  prickly   ____ 4.  exchange one thing for another

e.  scent   ____ 5.  the parts of our body that move our bones

f.  trade   ____ 6.  usually thought of as a pleasant smell

Daily Vocabulary/Word Study

Daily Skills

All plants change in form as they grow.

In the following sentence, which of the
underlined words is a pronoun?

A

   plants       change            they grow

C

Watch the signs!!

B D

   4 + __ = 9 - 5    8 + 6 = 18 - __     14 + 17 = 6 + __ 32 - __ = 4 + 4       17 + 6 = __ - 5

         paris are smaler then london

new york or tokyo.  Marcel said

isnt paris a beautiful city!   Yes  I

replied it is.

1.  noun : word  :: vowel : ________________.

2.  verb : action  ::  noun : ________________.
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23-2
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Daily Analogies

Daily Math

Scent is a synonym for smell.  The word scent can describe both pleasant
and unpleasant smells.  Tell about two different scents that you recognize;
one pleasant and one unpleasant.  Be specific, and use exact nouns and
descriptive adjectives.

1.______________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

2._______________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

Daily Vocabulary/Word Study

Daily Skills

+_

Watch the signs!!

very quick

in a quick way

super quick

Select the meaning of the underlined word.

A

C

B

Key Word:  scent

in paris france, the driver's

is fastr than those at home.

Nicole askt, can Len and me walk

to the eiffel tower.

15 - 3 = 6 + __    11 -  __ = 3 + 5        9 + 3 = __ - 2        __ - 4 = 5 + 8       18 - 4 = 8 + __

1. sunrise : _____________  :: morning : evening

2.  Pacific : ________________  :: Sahara : desert
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Daily Skills

Choose the one word that could be used in both sentences so that both
sentences make sense.  Mark an X on the line next to the correct choice.

____ 1.  job

____ 2.  swap

____ 3.  trade

____ 4.  lesson

Would you like to make a _______ of my baseball cards for your puzzle?
Some people learn a __________ in high school.

Daily Vocabulary/Word Study

Watch the signs!!

connected again

connected before

not connected

Select the meaning of the underlined word.

disconnected A

C

B

mrs  Burke took I to the

louvre, a  art museum   it is

much largr than the won at

home  Me exclaimed.

    26 - __ = 9 + 4      12 + 12 = 10 + __    9 - 2 = __ - 4

1.  history : ________________  ::  myth : fiction.

2.  telescope : far  ::  microscope : _____________.

Write 8 hundreds, 0 tens, and 8 ones in...

standard form: ____
expanded form:  ____ + ____ + ____
word form: _________________________
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Daily Analogies

Daily Math

Daily Skills

Write the letter of the word above on the line next to the sentence that it best
completes.

____ 1.  The plant's flowers were ______ in many pretty colors.
____ 2.  This cactus feels _____ because of all its little spikes.
____ 3.  The police dog followed the _____ of the fleeing bank robber.
____ 4.  The delicious________ of baking bread made me hungry.

a.  aroma            b.  blooming            c.  scent          d.  prickly

On the back of this paper, write about ways you keep your muscles strong and
healthy.  Use strong verbs, exact nouns, and descriptive adjectives.

Daily Vocabulary/Word Study

Which of the following words is correctly divided into
syllables?

   hun•dred         hun•dr•ed          hund•red

CBA

The subway in paris is newer

than london's subway dad said.

Mom replyed how beautiful

they're stations look to I?

1.  glasses : reading  :: crutches : _____________.

2.  cows  : ___________________  :: lions : pride.

Watch the signs!!  Round numbers with the     to the nearest 10.  Use <, =, or > in each      .~~

 5 + 9       4 + 10   44 > __       17   __    62 < __       265   __       29 - 9      39 - 20  0 < __~~ ~~
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Daily Analogies

Daily Math

Daily Skills Mark an X next to the group of words that IS
in alphabetical order?

____  pencil, publish, pepper

____  publish,  pencil,  pepper

____  pencil,  pepper, publish

Write the letter of the word above on the line next to the sentence that it would
best replace the bolded words in that sentence.

   a.  trade              b. scent             c.  aroma            d.  blooming

Daily Vocabulary/Word Study

__ 1.  The plant's buds were growing in the spring.
__ 2.  The lovely smell of dinner floated through the air.
__ 3.  The strong, bad smell of rotten eggs made me feel sick.
__ 4.  I will switch places in line with my friend.

dr LaForte and me ate lunch at

a outdoor cafe  an cafe are nicer

then a room inside a building

1. farmer : ____________  :: gardener : flowers

2.  pig : squeal  :: lion : ____________________

Watch the signs!!  Round numbers with the     to the nearest 10.  Use <, =, or > in each      .~~

 38 - 10       20 + 15        31 > __        62   __         68 < __         645   __         44 - 14       10 + 30~~ ~~


